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Abstract—As wireless technologies increasingly occupy the
digital landscape, wireless charging services for smartphones and
related accessories have taken a leap forward. In this context,
the ability to authenticate and distinguish devices has become
a paramount necessity for maintaining consistent service quality
and user satisfaction. In this study, we implement an efficient and
cost-effective side-channel based device authentication system.
Our approach primarily focused on harvesting side-channel
data from Qi wireless charger voltage measurements, thus
developing a procedure that is not confined to a specific protocol.
To implement this authentication framework, we developed a
model that classifies devices by continuously monitoring voltage
fluctuations in a wireless charging environment, and learns from
these observations. We conducted validation experiments using
four products from two different smartphone manufacturers. Our
results show that the manufacturer of a mobile device can be
identified with an exceptional 100% accuracy by relying solely
on the voltage readings obtained from the Qi wireless charger.
Moreover, our method can distinguish among four devices
with different models with an accuracy of 92%. By adopting
such a side-channel based device authentication system, service
providers can mitigate the risks associated with unauthorized
access by unauthenticated users. Our groundbreaking findings
may also contribute to the development of a robust and
scalable architecture for device classification and authentication
in wireless charging environments.

Index Terms—wireless charging, device authentication, side-
channel data

I. INTRODUCTION

Considering the ubiquitous presence of smartphones

and the surge in ancillary accessories, individuals are

normally equipped with mobile devices at all times.

Most of these devices require battery power, thereby

creating a demand for frequent battery charging to support

continuous usage. To reduce this demand, battery capacity

of mobile devices has been increased. However, this implies

additional device weight. Moreover, considering that battery

consumption is subject to fluctuations based on the nature

of smartphone usage, numerous studies aimed at reducing

battery consumption instead [1] [2]. Regardless of these

efforts, smartphones in daily use still require regular charging.

Sustaining a stable power supply for mobile devices and

maintaining battery life require frequent connections to a
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charging cable. This burdensome process has propelled the

development of various wireless charging technologies for

mobile devices, which is also supported by a market share

steadily increasing.

In 2023, the BIS Research CEO postulated that wireless

charging technology will be adopted more extensively than the

wired counterpart [3]. As advancements in wireless charging

technology continue, numerous institutions and corporations

are providing wireless charging services. Notably, public

wireless charging services, as the ones shown in Fig.1, have

made their way into venues such as airports and bus stops.

Fig. 1: Public Wireless Charging Service

Public wireless charging services aim to deliver user-

friendly wireless charging options. To improve the quality

of these services and mitigate potential malicious activities,

service providers and institutions must implement device

authentication technologies suitable for any device that utilizes

their services. Therefore, in this study, we propose a swift

and cost-effective side-channel based device authentication

system that can be deployed within the service infrastructure

of organizations and corporations offering wireless charging

facilities. Specifically, we employ the technological blueprint

of a side-channel based device authentication system

compatible with the Qi standard technology landscape, which

is prevalent in the wireless charging market. Additionally,

we anticipate prospective enhancements of the proposed

technology for future development.

The device authentication technology proposed in this study

requires constant voltage measurements within the wireless

charging transmitter throughout the charging process. Through
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learning and classification of voltage fluctuation patterns, the

system effectively classifies mobile devices during charging.

To implement this approach, we adopted a Atmega-

based microcontroller, thus, bypassing the necessity for high-

performance or cumbersome equipment to be installed in

the transmitter. Furthermore, the proposed technology neither

requires a physical connection between user and system

nor additional procedures to be performed by the user.

Lastly, our experimental evaluation targeted Qi standard-based

wireless charging transmitters, which cater to multiple wireless

charging-capable mobile devices, to demonstrate the versatile

applicability of the proposed technology in various settings.

The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 presents

background knowledge and related studies pertinent to this

study. Section 3 describes experiments and results obtained

using the proposed side-channel based device authentication

technology. Section 4 addresses potential application and

expandability of the proposed technology. Finally, Section 5

presents the conclusions of this study

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, wireless power transfer technologies are

analyzed, and their classification and utilization in various

applications are discussed. Prominent wireless power transfer

technologies include magnetic induction and resonance, and

radio frequency/optical based wireless charging methods

[4]. Currently, the most widely commercialized technology

is based on magnetic induction. Magnetic resonance-

based methods are entering the commercialization phase,

whereas radio frequency and optical-based methods are

still in the experimental stage. The near-field wireless

charging technology utilizes electromagnetic induction for

power transfer [5]. Magnetic induction-based charging is

implemented using two induction coils: one coil generates

an alternating electromagnetic field while the other receives

power from the field and converts it into current to supply

the device. This technology enables wireless power transfer

to devices within 40 mm. Samsung wireless chargers [6]

and Apple wireless charging pads [7], for instance, employ

this technology. Magnetic-induction-based charging offers the

advantage of transmitting power with an efficiency exceeding

90% [8]. However, the efficiency decreases significantly if the

two coils are not properly aligned. Consequently, users cannot

move their devices freely while using near-field charging

technologies. The near-field wireless charging environment

based on magnetic induction is predominantly implemented

using the well-established Qi wireless charging standard,

which defines the characteristics of power and communication

information in wireless charging environments.

Considerable research has been conducted on side-channel

formation and information extraction through power analysis

in charging environments, particularly for mobile devices.

For instance, QID [8] is a system that extracts features

from the control scheme of an oscillator and power receiver

and uses lightweight algorithms to identify Qi-compatible

mobile devices in real time during wireless charging. Guo

[9] presented a battery parameter identification method that

considers the battery load in wireless charging systems to

estimate the battery power shortage and full- charge state,

which can be applied for battery state-of-charge estimation.

Qing Yang [10] presented a method to analyze the web pages

loaded by a smartphone when a charging cable without a

data cable attached is provided by leveraging a charging

power side-channel attack. EM-Surfing strategies [11] build

a theoretical model to detect activities and tasks performed

on a smartphone by exploiting electromagnetic induction

effects in a wireless charging environment. In their study, the

authors demonstrated a 99%, 96%, 94%, and 97% accuracy in

inferring passwords, keystrokes, application information, and

voice content, respectively. Similarly, using charger-Surfing

[12], touch locations on smartphone and tablet touchscreens

can be inferred through power-tracking attacks in the presence

of USB charging cables with an average accuracy of 98.7%.

Lastly, Lin Yan [13] presented an approach to infer user

behavior through power analysis based side-channel attacks

in the Android smartphone environment.

III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. Experimental environments

Fig. 2: Qi chargers and mobile devices used for our

experiments

We used a cheap wireless charger that supports 5 W of

power to perform our experiments. An Arduino was used to

measure the voltage of the Qi charger, as shown in Fig.2.

Experiments were conducted using four mobile devices. The

purpose of our experiment was to quantify the voltage leaving

the Qi charger to the mobile device and to classify the devices

based on the measured voltage. Measurements were performed

at 100 ms intervals

Fig. 3: Android and iOS smartphone voltage measurement
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Fig.3 shows a graph of the voltage measured in the

wireless charging environment for an Android OS-based

Galaxy S22 Ultra mobile device and iOS-based iPhone 12

Pro Max mobile device. Hardware specifications and power

consumption vary according to the type of mobile device and

installed applications.

We used four machine learning algorithms to improve

the accuracy of the voltage-based device classification. To

overcome the limitation of using only one-dimensional feature

information, we used the amount of voltage collected during

x ms as a feature. For classification, we used 5, 10, 20, and

25 as feature labels, which correspond to the data collected

for 500, 1000, 2,000, and 2,500 ms, respectively.

B. Evaluate the performance of device classification based on
voltage measurement of Qi wireless chargers

TABLE I: Manufacturer-based classification accuracy (Apple

and Samsung)

Four experiments were conducted using voltage

measurements obtained from the Qi wireless chargers.

The first experiment classified mobile devices according

to their manufacturer. We measured the voltages of Apple

iPhone 12 Pro Max and Samsung Galaxy Fold while charging

the batteries from 60% to 80%. The results are presented in

Table I. The accuracy of the manufacturer-based classification

increases proportionally with the number of features. Notably,

the random-forest algorithm showed a 100% accuracy when

the mobile device is charged for 3 s.

Although the accuracy of our results was high, we further

investigated false-positive and false-negative rates. A low false

positive rate ensures that we rarely misidentify a device

manufacturer, whereas a low false negative rate confirms that

we seldom overlook a correct identification. Analyzing these

rates provides a more comprehensive understanding of the

performance of our model and potential areas of improvement.

TABLE II: Different mobile devices classification accuracy

For our second classification experiment, we used two

different models of Apple iPhone and two different models

of Samsung Galaxy Phone, as the ones shown in Fig.2.

Similarly, we measured the voltages of the four devices while

the batteries were charging from 60% to 80%. The results

of the classification are presented in Table II. The proposed

method classified the four mobile devices with an accuracy

of approximately 92% when measuring the voltage for 2.5

seconds. However, we observed that the classification accuracy

decreased when the number of features exceeded 25. This

decline can be attributed to an increase in false positives and

negatives, which affects performance particularly when relying

solely on one-dimensional voltage data. Further research will

aim at addressing this issue to reduce the false positives and

negatives rates.

IV. USE CASE SCENARIOS AND RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

In this chapter, we present a method and its procedures

to establish a secure user environment by constructing an

authentication system utilizing the side-channel based device

authentication scheme proposed in this study, within a paid

wireless charging environment.

A. Paid Wireless Charging Service Environments

To utilize wireless charging services, users must provide

upon the first usage the device charging patterns to the

service provider and engage with the charging services after

authentication, as shown in Fig.4.

Fig. 4: Use case example of the proposed side-channel based

device authentication technology

The provider then collates the device charging pattern, maps

it to the associated user information, and archives it in a

dedicated database. Stored charging patterns are continually
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processed by a charging pattern learning module, thereby

constructing a dataset that can be used to identify the user’s

device accurately. The next time the user employs a wireless

charging service for their mobile device, a brief charging

process lasting 5 s is initiated. The voltage measurement

signals acquired during this charging period are transmitted to

the service provider, which authenticates the user registration

based on the charging pattern data obtained from the

wireless charger. Authenticated users are subsequently issued a

continuous charging command for the wireless charger in use.

Conversely, for unauthenticated users or potentially malicious

entities, a charging termination command is dispatched to the

pertinent wireless charger.

In summary, the wireless charger determines the next course

of action, that is, whether to proceed with charging by

implementing the command for a continuous power supply.

Therefore, the proposed side-channel device authentication

technology can respond to unauthorized charging attempts by

both authenticated and unauthenticated users through real-time

voltage consumption measurements.

B. Future Developments of Side-channel Device
Authentication Systems

The operating landscape of mobile devices is intricate and

incorporates several configurations and applications tailored

for the specifics of each device, which results in unique

power-consumption patterns. For example, a device running

a resource-intensive application such as high-definition video

streaming, along with several other background processes,

presents a power consumption pattern that markedly diverges

from that of a device operating a lightweight text-based

application. For this reason, our future research will focus on

power-consumption patterns during charging to enhance the

precision and accuracy of device classification. By obtaining

a comprehensive understanding of these patterns, we aim to

streamline the authentication process to make it resilient and

dependable by substantially improving device classification

and overall authentication accuracy. Exploring the features of

charging patterns will serve as a steppingstone towards more

robust and reliable device authentication systems based on the

information contained within the power consumption patterns

of individual devices.

We also aim to conduct studies addressing security threats

arising from vulnerabilities in the technological environment

proposed in this study. To achieve this, we plan to

analyze threat factors affecting the side-channel and research

corresponding solutions.

V. CONCLUSION

The proposed side-channel based device authentication

technology classifies devices based on voltage measurements

obtained from a wireless charging transmitter in a near-field

wireless charging environment. To ensure broad applicability,

we extracted side-channel information from the voltage

measurement of a Qi wireless charger without any protocol.

The results of our experiments proved that the manufacturer

of a mobile device can be classified with 100% accuracy

based on the voltage of the Qi wireless charger alone.

Moreover, our approach can discriminate among four devices

of different models with an accuracy of 92%. In future

research, we plan to implement a framework that analyzes

the features of charging patterns in wireless charging service

and authentication environments to establish a fast and cost-

effective differentiation and authentication system.
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